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6�1.7 Castra, Holsbeek, Belgium – temporary projojo ect, built and dismounted, 2015 6�
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I Het Huis, Antwerp, Belgium – built, 2010–2
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canopy – which, though it may be ‘in’
nature, is set apart from nature. The
pavilion places us on the threshold of
interior and exterior.’1 Robbrecht en
Daem’s pavilion creates just this type
of liminal space. The grey-green steel
structure forms, as it were, a single
sheltering, irregularly folded roof that
conforms, in a natural and yet distinct
manner, to the topology of the park, 
on the edge of an open field of the
Hortiflora. With its closed outer walls,
the pavilion inscribes itself in a rectan-
gular ground plan, but as a volume,
seen from different stand points in the
park, it appears more fragmented and
less graspable than the ground plan
suggests. This is due not only to the
form of the roof, but also to the play
with open and closed walls. The
pavilion is crossed by two paths that
meet in the middle. At the place where
the paths enter the pavilion, the closed
walls make room for an elegant, appar-
ently woven trellis that lets in plenty of
side light and draws patterns on the
concrete floor, the socles and sculp-
tures, which recall the play of light and
shadow under half-open foliage. Four
of these transparent walls pivot, so the
pavilion can be closed at night. Inside,
this generates three overlapping zones,
which are at the same time protected
from the surrounding park – by the
closed walls and the roof – and remain
situated in it thanks to the open trellis.
Contact between the park and the
pavilion is further intensified by two
birch trees, which were planted in the
triangular patios in the furthest corners
of the Middelheim pavilion.
Het Huis does not only illustrate the
possibilities of the pavilion typology 
to explore the border between inside
and outside. It is also a beautiful
demonstration of all the freedoms 
that the sculpture pavilion allows
compared with traditional museum
buildings. Since the pavilion is already
located within a museum domain, it no
longer even needs to articulate an
institutional context� The institutional
dimension can be explained almost
entirely by means of the design ques-
tion: the pavilion needs only to be a
place in which sculptures can be
exhibited. Thanks to the simplification
of the programme, the architecture can
gain in autonomy and approach a
‘bare construction’. The ceiling and the
walls do not conceal the architectural
construction in an attempt to
‘neutralise’ the exhibition space, but 
are precise developments of the

Robbrecht en Daem architecten built
Het Huis (“The House”) on the occasion
of the expansion and modernisation 
of the Middelheim Park in 2012.
Middelheim is an open-air museum.
The exhibition pavilion is intended for
temporary exhibitions of sculptures
and fragile works that require shelter
under a roof and protection behind
fencing. The pavilion was inaugurated
with an exhibition of ceramic sculptures
by Thomas Schütte curated by Paul
Robbrecht. On the occasion of the
pavilion’s inauguration, a symposium
was held and a monograph was
published by Ludion.

I.1 Maarten Liefooghe and Stefaan
Vervoort, 2012
The following extract is from “Een
reve lerend gesprek: de figuren van
Thomas Schütte in Het Huis van
Robbrecht en Daem” and was
published in the second issue of e
Witte��aaf, a Dutch-language review
that focuses on art news. Maarten
Liefooghe and Stefaan Vervoort inte-
grate into their review the conversation
between architect and artist that took
place on 4 July 2012. The subtitle
makes clear, however, that the review
is also and, most importantly, about
the relationship between sculpture and
architecture and the importance of the
exhibition apparatus. Liefooghe and
Vervoort scrupulously describe how
Schütte and Robbrecht en Daem archi-
tecten engaged in conversation with
one another via the appropriate
medium: on the one hand, the archi-
tecture, and on the other, the statues,
socles and consoles. Through their
physical presence, Schütte’s anthropo-
morphic figures, made according to
traditional methods, reinforce the
enveloping, protective gesture of “the
house” of Robbrecht en Daem archi-
tecten. Because the sculptures are
attached to the architecture in a well-
considered manner, without blending
into one another like a Gesamtkunst�
werk, both the affinity and the
estrangement between the architec-
ture and the art on display are revealed.
The following extract opens with a
reference to the excellent book �atio
and��avilion by Penelope Curtis, so
that Robbrecht en Daem architecten’s
Het Huis is implicitly placed in a tradi-
tion of architectural history.

“A pavilion, writes Penelope Curtis,
provides ‘a special place for art –
demarcated by its pedestal and by its

modular, welded steel structure. 
The ceiling thereby gains an elemen-
tary coffer texture, while the walls on
the inside are punctuated by thin
battens and speckled on the outside 
at the level of the welds with small fins.
As such, Robbrecht en Daem’s pavilion
relies on the poetics of construction to
find its own character. In addition, the
pavilion, with its curving roof, evokes
the primary representation of the
house, as described phenomenologi-
cally by Gaston Bachelard.2 The poetry
of the house as a protective shell, as
an intimate niche in which inhabitants
want to settle, is at least as pertinent
for the new pavilion as the poetry of
the tectonic structure.
[...] The opening exhibition gathers in
and around the pavilion a group of
sculptures that is consistent in terms
of material, size and subject. There are
no wall texts and the individual works
themselves are not labelled: little set-
up plans are available. The exhibition
thereby strives for a direct coming
together of sculptures, pavilion and
visitor, without any interruption by the
curatorial narrative voice. The architect-
curator selected for Het Huis a dozen
mainly ceramic sculptures and groups
of sculptures from the past six years –
with the exception of Urnen (1999) 
and Keramik��ketch (1997–9) – which all
refer to the human figure. The exhibition,
therefore, does not present a broad
selection of Schütte’s chameleonic
oeuvre – the architectural models,
large sculptures and drawings, for
instance, are not included – but
focuses on the recent ceramic works
on a scale that is easy to manipulate.
This choice appears to have been
inspired in part by the nature of the
exhibition space. Schütte’s more
recent work not only ties in with the
idiom of post-war sculptures that are
often exhibited in the open or in pavil-
ions – just think of Henry Moore 
or Hans Arp – but also resonates with
the poetic conception of the pavilion.
Thus the sculptures reinforce the idea
that Het Huis is ‘inhabited’. The heads,
the miniature figures and the urns-
bodies suggest a human presence 
that perpetuates the house metaphor.
‘There’s also an idea’, Robbrecht
argued in the opening symposium,
‘that these people were actually the
owners of the house and that visitors
were actually visitors.’3 The material
relationship between the steel pavilion
and the ceramic sculptures contributes
to this: the fragility of Schütte’s 
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The dimensions of the plan and its
heights are defined by the proportrtr ional
measuring system called ‘Louie’,
based on the numbers 3, 5 and 7.
Robbrecht en Daem is always using
this system to define the dimensions
of its new buildings. Walls and roof are
made of steel plate of 5 mm. They are
supportrtr ed by a ribbed structure made
of a steel plate of 15 mm. The struc-
ture supportrtr ing the roof forms a
continuous grid with a mesh size of
810 x 810 mm. The dimensions of the
floor plan are 12.15 m x 20.25 m (15
x 810 mm x 25 x 810 mm). The pavilion
has difffff erent and variable heights,
from 3.150 m to 5.250 m. These
difffff erent heights provide a specific
internal topography,y,y a sequence of
more closed spaces and open spaces
orientated to its surroundings.”

PrPrP ogogo rarar mme
exhibition pavava ilion
InInI augugu urarar tion exhibition
24 Mayaya – 16 September 2012
Curarar tor
Menno Meewis
ClClC ient
Middelheim Museum
Location
Antwerp, Belgium
Date
2010–2
Status
built
FlFlF oor Surfrfr afaf ce
215 m2

PrPrP ojojo ectTeTeT am
Paul Robbrecht, Hilde Daem,
MoVaVaV ndenberghe – Luc Beckstedde
Artist
Thomas Schütte (inauguration exhibition)
Structurarar l Engineering
Ney and Partners
Landsdsd cape Architect
Bureau Bas Smets

normally prerer sented against a wall and
on high, dark steel consoles. In Het Huis,
however,r,r Schütte opted for rerer latively
thin copies made of the same grerer y-
grerer en lacquererer d steel as the pavilion
walls, which they zeroror in on, fitting
prerer cisely between the posts of the inner
wall. With this chance variation, Schütte
shows on the one hand thatata the consoles
do not belong to the actual work; on
the other,r,r with this arrangement of the
WiWiW chte, he moves somewhat in the
direction of the Gesamtktkt ukuk nstwewew rkrkr from
which Robbrecht en Daem is still
prerer servrvr ing itself.”

1. Penelope Curtis, PaPaP tio and PaPaP vilion:ThThT e PlPlP ace
ofofo Sculplpl ture in Modern Architecture (London and Los
Angeles, 2008), pp. 8–9.
2. Gaston Bachelard, La PoPoP étique de l’Espsps ace (Paris,
1957), pp. 23–50.
3. Paul Robbrecht,“De plaats vavav n de kunst.
Raadgdgd evingen en uitspsps rarar ken, verwiwiw jiji ten”, in Guy Châtel
and Mil De Kooning, VlVlV ees en Beton 8 (1987), pp.
15–25.Among others, Robbrecht here discusses
Schutzrarar um (1986), Schütte’s contribution to
Sonsbeek 86.
4.This critique also surfafaf ces in the late reception
of (post-)minimalism. See, fofof r instance, Rosalind
Krauss, “The Cultural Logic of the Late Capitalist
Museum”, October 54 (1990), pp. 3–7, esp. pp. 3–
4, and p. 7

Original Publication: Maarten Liefooghe and
Stefaan VeVeV rvoort, “Een revelerend gesprek: de
�guren van Thomas Schütte in Het Huis van
Robbrecht en Daem”, De WiWiW tte Raaf 158
(July–A–A– ugust 2012), pp. 8–9; Other Literature:
Penelope Curtis, PaPaP titit o and PaPaP viviv lili ilil on: ThThT e PlPlP alal ce
of Sculplpl turerer inini Modeded rnrnr Arcrcr hitecturerer (London
and Los Angeles, 2008); Chris Dercon, Julian
Heynen and Sara WeWeW yns, eds, Het Huisisi :
ThThT omas Schütte Sculplpl turerer n; Robbrerer cht en
Daem Arcrcr hitecten, Middelheim Museum
(A(A( ntwerp, 2012)

I.2 Paul Robbrecht, 2012
The pavilion Het Huis is the clearest
expression of the Louie measuring
system. In his conversation with
Thomas Schütte, Paul Robbrecht
explains how the design of the
pavilion emerged out of the propor-r-r
tional system. The material used
reduces the distance between the
underlying geometric structure and
the built artefact, so that, more than
in other buildings, the proportions
of the building can be read. In the
monograph about the pavilion,
this proportional system is clarified
in a number of sketches.

“The construction of the pavilion
was entirely conceived in steel.

sculptures becomes tangible in the
half-open pavilion and, conversely,y,y
these fragile works underline the
pavilion’s elementaryryr ,y,y protective role.
In the case of such a match, there is
a risk that the whole results in a
Gesamtktkt ukuk nstwewew rkrkr in which the sculp-
tures are assigned a definitive place by
the architecture, which in turn is only
completed by the introduction of artrtr .
For the most partrtr , however,r,r architec-
tural, curatorial and artrtr istic choices
prevent such an efffff ect. The curator’s
decision to include the glass pieces of
KlKlK einini e Glalal s�eisisi ter (2011), for instance,
breaks through the tandem of ceramic
and steel in the rest of the exhibition.
As a building the pavilion’s presence
is suffiffif cient in itself and even keeps its
footing without artrtr works.
In addition, Robbrecht en Daem did
not design any empty display places –
such as niches and socles – that lie in
the continuation of the architecture.
This prevents sculptures from being
integrated by the architecture as
‘excrescences’, as in Carlo Scarpa’s
extension of the Gi,i,i soththt eca �anoviviv aiai na.
With the exception of the UrUrU nrnr en,
Schütte’s sculptures stand on various
sortrtr s of socles that always introduce
themselves as a third element between
the architecture and the artrtr . Their
integrity is hereby respected.
Since he produced his ‘model tables’
in the 1980s, Thomas Schütte has been
applying refined strategies to prevent
the work – as with minimal artrtr – from
fading into the exhibition space. By
introducing table-socles in his ‘model
sculptures’, for instance, he (re-)installs
an autonomous manifestation field that
separates the sculpture from the exhi-
bition space.4 In the Middelheim
exhibition, Schütte uses the socle in
a similar manner,r,r mainly in the promi-
nently displayed KlKlK ot6k6k6 �,fefef (2009).
The gilded ceramic faces of the
KlKlK ot6k6k6 �,fefef – in their nimbleness they
are reminiscent of Pablo Picasso’s
painted ceramics – are placed on large
and unpolished steel cylinders, which
clearly stand out from both the thinly
folded-out pavilion and the ceramic.
The cylinders are pushed in an
ambiguous manner under the ‘actual
works’, where they assume the func-
tion of a pedestal and at the same time
function as the massive, stylised ‘body’
of an equally massive KlKlK ot6k6k6 okok ,f.f.f That
Schütte’s ‘tactical protest’ is not so
dogmatic can appear from the chance
socles – consoles, in fact – that he uses
for his WiWiW cici htetet (2006). These heads arerer
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intuition mayaya be broror ught to fruition as
people (and buildings) engage each
other in exchanges.”

Original Publication: Jan VeVeV rwoert, “Civic
Forms and Urban Intuitions”, in Ays̨Ays̨Ay˛e ErErE krkr mkmk en
– Ann VeVeV roror nica JaJaJ nssens – A, exh. cat.,
S.M.A.K. (Ghent, 2016), vol. 2, pp. 13–18.

In rerer lation to this textxtx one should also
rerer fer to Isa Genzken’s Camerarar , which is
installed on top of Grerer ta Meertrtr ’s apartrtr -
ment in Brussels, and to Robbrerer cht’s
own rerer ading of Genzken’s work.

VII.3 Philippe VaVaV n Cauteren, 2015
The museum direrer ctor Philippe VaVaV n
Cautererer n wroror te a letter to both artrtr ists
to elucidate their rerer spective artrtr istic
positions. It is intererer sting how he
connects the work of Erkmen with
Henryryr David Thorerer au’sWaWaW ldldl eded n: Lififi efef inini
ththt e WoWoW odsdsd (1854) – a novel that is also
importrtr ant for Robbrerer cht en Daem’s
thinking – while the letter to Ann
VeVeV roror nica Janssens clearly adopts a
difffff ererer nt tone. He argues that Erkmen’s
work of artrtr will appeal to the barerer ,
unmediated experience, disconnected
froror m everyryr interprerer tative act, whererer as
Janssens’s piece is described as a
technological or scientific device that
gains new meanings by the act of rerer -
contextxtx ualisation within the public rerer alm.

“Letter: to Ann VeVeV ronica Janssens
Time after time, I’m surprised by the
fact that in an artrtr world influenced
by the market, large quantities of
artrtr works are still being made – artrtr work,
moreover,r,r that as the decorum of an
interested elite is transportrtr ed from one
side of the world to the other.r.r Appar-r-r
ently there is a correlation between the
socially and politically conservrvr ative
climatata e in which we live, and the need
for ‘tangible’ works of artrtr . Matata ter
matata ters. The work of artrtr has to be visible
and (its content)t)t manageable; it has to
be able to operatata e social sensations
and sensors. [Does the viewer perhaps
have more of a handhold if something
is clearly materialised by another
(the artrtr ist)? Or does the viewer simply
lack the courage to experience or
to complete the artrtr work or what is
proposed by the artrtr ist? Just as the
artrtr ist has a responsibility towards her
own work, something can also be
expected – even demanded – of the
viewer.r.r ] What happens between a
viewer and an artrtr ist is of the order of
an informal contract; it is a readiness
to take the artrtr work into consideration.

In your work the material mode of
an artrtr work is unravelled, delicately
pulverised until the moment at which
experience gets the upper hand. It is
an economy of the intangible in which
the visibly absent is clearly present.
Light, smoke, sound, refractions and
reflections are a few elements in an
artrtr istic vocabularyryr that lends itself
more to whispering than to speaking.
And what is whispered has to do with
the essence of the artrtr work itself. All
elements in your work are well known
and easily identified by everyryr one,
but you give them the manifest func-
tion of an artrtr work. When a certrtr ain kind
of material is taken out of a technical
laboratoryryr context, for example, it
changes its capacities. It withdraws
from the logic of technical effiffif ciency
to function as a prototype of an artrtr istic
enigma. The steel beam from the work
IPE 535 almost functions as an obser-r-r
vational tool that changes the
characteristics of the space in which
the work is shown. Usually one would
define this work as a sculpture, sculp-
ture that moreover relates to the
conceptual artrtr of the sixties. It is
importrtr ant not to reduce the status of
the work to a categoryryr ,y,y but to define it
almost as a tool that makes visible to
the viewer what has always been there
to see but seldom observrvr ed. In addi-
tion to whispering, your work is
perhaps also related to crosshatching,
underlining, erasing, striking through...
Observrvr ation and experience arerer deter-r-r
mined by the act of omission. The
viewer is leftftf alone in a space, a vacuum,
with a sneaking suspicion that an
artrtr work is an attitude for looking at
the world and defining it difffff erently.y.y ”

Original Publication: Philippe VaVaV n Cauteren,
“Letter to: Ann VeVeV ronica Janssens”, in Ays̨Ays̨Ay˛e
ErErE krkr mkmk en – Ann VeVeV roror nica JaJaJ nssens – A, exh.
cat., S.M.A.K. (Ghent, 2016), vol. 2, n.p.

PrPrP ogogo rarar mme
market hall, public squares and streets, park,
bar/restaurant, bicycle parking, public
toilets and tram stops
ClClC ient
City of Ghent, De Lijiji n (Flemish Public
TrTrT ansport Company),TuTuT ssengemeentelijiji ke
Maatschappijiji derVlaanderen voor
WaWaW tervoorziening
Location
Ghent, Belgium
Date
1996–2012
Status
competition 1st prize, built

FlFlF oor Surfrfr afaf ce
30,000 m2 (public squares and streets),
1,900 m2 (park), 1,400 m2 (lower level with
bar/restaurant, bicycle parking and public
toilets), 625 m2 (Market Hall)
Architects
Robbrecht en Daem architecten in
collaboration with Marie-JoséVaVaV n Hee
architecten
PrPrP ojojo ectTeTeT am
Paul Robbrecht, Hilde Daem,Marie-JoséVaVaV n
Hee, Bert Callens,WimMenten – Jan Baes,
ToToT m Broes, Katrtrt ien Cammers,Axel Clissen,
Mattitit as Deboutte, Petrtrt a Decouttere,Arne
Deruyter,r,r Linde Everaerd,TrTrT ice Hofkfkf ens,
Gert Jansseune, Daniël Libens, Carmen Osten,
Filip Reumers, So�e Reynaert, Johannes
Robbrecht,Miriam Rohde,Marilù Sicoli,
Gert Swowow lfsfsf , PieterVaVaV nderhrhr oydonck, Kaththt yhyh
VeVeV rmeeren, CarolineVoVoV et,WimWaWaW lschap
Artists’ InInI tervention
Michaël Borremans, Ay˛Ays̨Ay˛e Erkmen,Ann
VeVeV ronica Janssens
InInI fnfn rfrf arar structurarar l Engineering
TeTeT chnum-T-T- rTrT actebel Engineering
Structurarar l Engineering
BAS (Dirk Jaspaert)
Services Engineering
Studiebureau Boydens
Landsdsd cape Architect
Wirtz International
Consultancycyc
Ingenieursbureau France
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First sketch of section: open front façade with cross beams
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11 Pastoral Idyll
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With this last series we link up with the scale but also and especially with the nature of the projects
with which we opened the book. 

[Sense of the Primitive] The architecture of Robbrecht en Daem displays a sense of rural, archaic,
original – yes, primitive – architecture. In the first chapter we defined elementary architecture, such 
as the woodland cabin or the stage of a music festival, as a playful experiment; in this concluding
series, it becomes clear that not only should the allusion to elementary architecture be considered
a reference, but also it reflects the office’s attitude, its ethos.

[Barns, Sheds and Shacks] This section opens with three farms. The first project is a high-tech
research centre for the agro- and bio-industry in the vicinity of Ghent; the second is a new chai 
à barriques or barrel storehouse for the renowned winery Château Le Pin in the Bordeaux area; 
the third project is a complex of barns for the Wirth family of collectors in Somerset in the British
countryside. The farm, with its granaries and one-roof storehouses occupying and organising 
the agrarain landscape, is an important reference in the work of Robbrecht en Daem architecten.
The architecture of a barn is defined almost exclusively by the roof.

[Roof, Vault, Porch, Canopy] It is the form of the roof that gives the utilitarian and simple structures
their specific mode of expression. In the five projects, the roof form is determined by both the
features of the surrounding landscape and the programme that it houses. The configuration of the
stables, with their corbelled roofs, offers shelter to the yard enclosed by Bruton Farm. The white
roof of the golf club is turned towards the green fields of the golf course and gives the interior of the
club its intimacy. The garden pavilion offers an observation post that disappears among the trees. 

[Craftsmanship and the Vernacular Tradition] The care with which their architecture is produced
reveals the attention they pay to the way in which artefacts are made, the way in which materials
are assembled to form a construction. The artisanal character of the architecture expresses itself
in particular in their interest for the bay, the rafter, the wood joints. The wealth and genius of the
vernacular, rural architecture constitute an endless source of inspiration.

[Conglomerate Ordering] Architecture is not just about designing an interior. Architecture has the
ability to order the open space, the landscape all around. The buildings define the territory. The roofs
and towers stand out on the horizon. The yard, the main square of Bruton Farm, is shaped like a
sundial. The design is based on the Neolithic stone circles that can be found in Somerset. The low
tower of the storehouse in Bordeaux rises just above the vineyards so that one can orient oneself 
by the tower.

[The Pastoral as modus operandi]1 In their penchant for and interest in the countryside, Robbrecht
en Daem architecten connects with the pastoral tradition in literature and the visual arts. The
pastoral tradition articulates the persistent tension between the natural and the cultural. Once
humans develop and civilisation and art lay their hands upon them, they get estranged from their
original longings. Nature, which once was simply the world in which man found himself and acted,
is now seen to be separate from him, and presents itself as the ideal of harmonious existence which
he seeks to achieve. The simplicity and dignity of rural life is put forward as an ideal to be pursued. 

[Satisfaction as Ethos] In the bucolic poetry and the paintings that take Arcadia as their subject, 
a charming and virtuous country life is evoked and contrasted with urban culture. The quest for
satisfaction continues to work as an ethos in many of the architects’ projects. The good life is not
just about quantity, about the intensity and accumulation that characterise metropolitan culture,
but can also be found in slowness, in the enjoyment that domesticated nature and the products 
of the land offer us: lush fruit, slowly matured cheese, excellent wine.

1. Paul Alphers, What is Pastoral? (Chicago 1966), p. 444
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11.1 PGS Farm, Astene
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11.1.1 William Mann, 1996
In this text William Mann discussed
two buildings of Robbrecht en Daem:
the Meert apartment in the centre of
Brussels and this PGS Farm in Astene, 
in the rural outskirts of Ghent. Despite
the contextual discrepancies the
author recognises a similar attitude
towards the context in both projects.
According to the author, the architects
show a great sensitivity towards the
site and the landscape, yet without
becoming sentimental or nostalgic.

“The landscape to the North of Ghent 
is flat, but its spatial structure is varied:
tall poplars follow the straight line of
the main road, stumpy pollarded elms
mark the edge of a drainage canal, 
and hedges divide the fields with their
different crops. Most striking of all are
the tall rectangular copses of beech
which have the massive presence of
large urban blocks in this patchwork 
of substance and void. Amongst these
is a scattering of houses, while the
occasional blocks of glass-houses
have a spectral presence.
Robbrecht en Daem’s agricultural
research building sits in this landscape
like a large barn, imposing in its scale
but strangely insubstantial. The roof 
is a thin line, a gently inclined plane
which seems in the process of breaking
free from the horizontality of the earth;
the steel columns lining the outer edge
are so slender that they appear to be
more to hold the roof than to support it.
The building houses a variety of uses,
including offices, meeting rooms, 
laboratories and a caretaker’s flat, 
with a double-height garage
occupying nearly half the total area. 
It sits beside a block of glass-houses,
set slightly apart and at an angle. 
It overlaps for only part of its length,
as it is preceded by a forecourt: the
lower end of the building, with the
caretaker’s flat on the first floor, is a
discreet presence in this space, while
the other end juts out towards the
fields, the ascending roof oversailing
to form a covered porch over the
garage door. The wedge-shaped
space between the new building and
the glass-houses, with its powerful
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forced perspective measured out by
the delicate line of the steel colonnade,
has a focused intensity appropriate to
what is, in effect, both the public face
and public space of the institution.
The materials are prosaic and typical
of a farm building: the walls are of 
gas-expanded concrete panels, with a
plinth in concrete cast against profiled
steel sheeting, columns of galvanised
steel and soffit of waterproof plywood.
The windows, large horizontal strips
are of natural aluminium. […]

Fragile Equilibrium
Somewhat paradoxically, the building
engages with its broad setting by
dissociation from its immediate site. Its
disalignment from the block of glass-
houses is crucial to this perception:
the glass-houses retain their character
of calm immobility, while the office/lab -
oratory building has an air of fragile
restlessness. Despite the architects’
concern for a site-based architecture,
they do not attempt to achieve this
connection by returning to the solidity
and rootedness of traditional methods
of construction. Instead, working with
engineer Dirk Jaspaert, they use the
possibilities of steel-frame construc-
tion to make a building that has a
lightness, a delicate imbalance.
As the largest element in the vicinity,
the building appears as something 
of a focal point; however, whether 
one sees it from afar or close-up, 
the forced perspectives it generates
(through the tilt of its roof, the acceler-
ated perspective of its plan, its
disalignment from the glass-houses)
give it a sense of decentredness and
disconnection, always referring
beyond itself.
In this unstable play of perception, the
underlying tensions and discontinuities
of the landscape – the sense of slow,
arbitrary accretion – are brought
together. The building refuses full 
presence, not so much as a gesture 
of modesty as an attempt to embody
and focus the tensions and energies 
of the land. The perception it reinforces
is that the landscape is a process,
always in the making, a complex inter-
play of forces in which the building
participates. […]

Enclosure and Dissolution
With the exception of the office, the
working spaces are simple but cleanly
detailed: for the laboratory rooms on
the ground floor, the floor is in polished
grey terrazzo blocks, the steel frame is

everywhere visible and galvanised
cable ducts with standard fluorescent
light fittings hang from the ceiling; 
they are daylit by the horizontal strip
windows. The garage (where the
surfaces are largely unfinished) is lit by
clerestory windows in the side walls
and by a long roof light to one side of
the space.
The office on the upper floor develops
further the ambiguous spatiality of 
the exterior. A large roof light, slightly
oblique, has been punched in the
plywood ceiling over the stair void,
exposing a column and beam close to
each of its ends and flooding with light
and sun the interior of the building. 
An open office area is situated
between this roof light and the south-
facing strip window, which has views
over the fields and is screened from
direct sunlight by the roof overhang. 
To either side of this space are small
offices with glass doors, while two
larger meeting rooms and the entry/
reception area are on the north side,
with views over the roofs of the green-
houses. The internal partitions in
veneered plywood, together with the
dark, rich tone of the plywood ceiling,
give the interior a certain warmth and
intimacy, establishing the sense of
enclosure and place. The focus is
diffused, however, by the combination
of horizontal view and zenithal light,
their disconnected orientations creating
a gentle sense of disequilibrium. 
The sophistication of this space
reflects Robbrecht en Daem’s fascina-
tion with Baroque architecture, the
possibility it indicates for the represen-
tation of a totality, a universe, through
spatial articulation, and of the bodily
sensation of displacement, through 
the experience of weight and light.1

However, the space is more complex 
to describe than to experience: inside
it, one is only subliminally aware of 
the perceptual depth that it contains.
Articulating the exterior and interior
presence of the building as a tension
between centred place and spatial
tension, the architects have given an
appropriate articulation to this strange
hybrid of an institution, a fragile equi-
librium between the introversion and
precision of a modern scientific estab-
lishment and the exterior focus and
simplicity of a farm.”

1. Jan Braet, “Zacht bekleed met licht. Een
gesprek met Paul Robbrecht”, Knack (18 August
1993), pp. 78–83.
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Original Publication: William Mann, “Precision
and Resonance: Research Building and
Apartment by Robbrecht and Daem”, Archi/ 1
(1996), pp. 45–51. 

Programme
industrial building with laboratories for
biotechnological research
Client
Plant Genetic Systems (PGS)
Location
Astene-Deinze, Belgium
Date
1991–5 (stage 1), 1999–2000 (stage 2)
Status
built
Floor Surface
3,000 m2

Project Team
Paul Robbrecht, Hilde Daem, Frank Debaere,
Cathérine Fierens, Hugo Vanneste
Structural Engineering
SEC
Services Engineering
EDV
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11.2.2 Christoph Grafe, 2014
In his contribution to the Architectural
Review Flanders entitled “Multilingual-
ism: Design Methods and Aesthetics 
in a North Western European Architec-
ture”, Christoph Grafe, as the director
of the Flanders Architecture Institute,
attempts to characterise the diversity
of the Flemish architectural output.
The oeuvre of Robbrecht en Daem 
occupies an important place in the 
text. Grafe discusses, among others,
the winery, the exhibition pavilion at
the Middelheim Park and the collabo-
ration between Robbrecht en Daem
and Marie-José Van Hee. 
The fragment about the winery follows
a description of the exhibition pavilion,
which has been omitted here.
Grafe sees the small scale on which
the building industry is organised in
Belgium and Flanders as a crucial
component of the local architectural
culture. It has led to an architecture 
in which designing and building are
closely interwoven. Many buildings
bear witness to great craftsmanship.
Certainly in the case of Robbrecht en
Daem or Marie-José Van Hee, the par-
ticular organisation of the field 
has benefited the artisanal character
of their architecture. It is a theme that
the Flemish Architecture Institute, in 
its contribution to the 2016 Venice 
Biennale, would further develop in a
series of exhibitions and special issues
in academic reviews. 

“While we witness the translation of
geometric complexity into a play of
lines and patterns in the Middelheim
pavilion, at the Le Pin winery we see
similar operations explored in a mono-
lithic structure. Robbrecht en Daem’s
building in the flat vineyards of
Pomerol in the Gironde valley is built
both above and below ground, the
latter area providing a cellar for the
wine barrels. At first glance, the struc-
ture is a simple and well-engineered
barn with a tower that accommodates
offices and a reception. It is only at 
a second glance that the viewer
discerns the incisions and inclinations
in the shape of the tower and the roof,
the latter offering an indication of the
shallow concrete vaults of the cuvier
for the wine production on the ground
floor. All of these buildings, and one
could extend this assessment to the
Ghent Stadshal, operate from a profound
understanding of the building process
and the desire to provide explanations
of how an object, free-standing or

11.( Le Pin, Pomerol
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11.2.1 Marc Dubois, 2010
“Château Le Pin in Pomerol is world-
famous for the exceptional quality 
of its wines. The name is a reference 
to the two pine trees that flank the site
near the street. It is a very small wine
estate (2 hectares) and this explains
the compact organisation of the new
building. The volume consists of two
related parts.
The small tower (6.45 x 7.11 m) is a
reference to the image of a château,
and offers the space needed to receive
a limited number of people. At the top
is a terrace surrounded by a bench
combined with an open fireplace. 
This outdoor space is also a viewpoint
that looks out over the vineyards. 
The tower is connected by a spiral
staircase to the cellar that runs under
the entire project.
The second volume (11 x 16 m) is 
the working area consisting, on the
ground floor, of the cuvier, where the
big stainless-steel vats stand. Daylight
enters the room through the two cut-
out corners just below the roofline. 
In the cellar stand the oak barrels in
which the wine matures. The lateral
catwalks are essential if one is to
reach the barrels easily from above.
Towards the street there is a window
well, a vertical slot through which a
little light enters and which also
provides natural ventilation. Two
columns give structure to this cellar
space. The ceiling is a composition 
of slightly inclined planes that make
reference to a vault or a rolling land-
scape. The slightly sloping surface 
of the roof of the work area is
extended as far as the tower. This
creates a canopy, a sheltered outdoor
space, where, after harvesting, the
grapes are sorted. The choice was 
for a structure entirely in concrete 
with both the walls and the ceiling
clad in natural stone.”

Original Publication: Marc Dubois, “Winery 
Le Pin, Pomerol”, in �obbrecht en aem� 	�
�e2i/ta �nternacional de Ar-uitectura 55(III)
(2010), pp. 124 –7. 
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11.) Bruton Farm, Somerset

Images on pages 692–5
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Bruton is a charming little rural village
in the South-West of England. The
parish is surrounded by a gentle
sloping landscape, with green
meadows, small patches of woodland,
with sheds and barns indicating the
presence of agricultural activities. 
Iwan and Manuela Wirth commissioned
Robbrecht en Daem to design a new
horse farm for this environment. The
Wirth couple is well known as the
driving force behind Hauser & Wirth:
the international gallery devoted to
contemporary and modern art, which
was founded by the Wirths and
Manuela’s mother Ursula Hauser in
1992. Today the gallery has become 
a well-established international enter-
prise with franchises in Zürich, London,
New York, Los Angeles and thus also
in Somerset. The gallery represents
emerging and established artists such
as Isa Genzken, Paul McCarthy,
Rodney Graham and Roni Horn; it
manages important artist’s estates
including the Louise Bourgeois studio,
the estate of David Schmitz, the estate
of Eva Hesse, the Mike Kelley Founda-
tion for the Arts.

The Pastoral as Lebensform
In Somerset the couple acquired
several estates consisting of farmland,
woodland and pastures, where they
rear sheep, Angora goats, pigs and
horses. In a converted mansion dating
back to c. 1760 – the Durslade Farm –
they opened a new gallery space
where they welcome visitors. The
building complex in the vicinity of
Bruton contains accommodation for
artists, visitors and curators. With an
artist-in-esidency programme and 
a cycle of exhibitions, an architectural
programme, lectures and events, 
Iwan and Manuela Wirth expanded the
activities of the Art Gallery to this rural
area. Visitors of the gallery could
spend a day or more in the region.
They are invited to participate in the
rural form of life. The food that is
served in the exquisite restaurant
comes from the agricultural production
of the surrounding farms and fields.

otherwise, has been put together. They
rely on exquisite craftsmanship, but
one that steers clear of celebrating
technology. Rather, one is led to think,
these buildings convey a sense of deli-
cate melancholy – a reminder of what
artisanal traditions rooted in urban
cultures can achieve, if allowed. 
As products of architects who can be
described as the pioneers of Flemish
architectural culture (along with others
such as Marc Dubois or Christian
Kieckens), these buildings emanate
from an approach that was born during
an era in which architects had to fight
for experimentation and cultural ambi-
tion. This was a local architectural
culture from the outset. It was focused
on Ghent and reliant upon personal
connections with private clients, artist
friends and cultural activists and,
crucially, a close network of contacts
in the regional building trade. In a
context such as this, communication
can be very precise and, at the same
time, intuitive. There is a rapport, a
conversation built upon long-estab-
lished relationships and a vocabulary
that has been mutually established
and tested, one in which, ideally, only 
a very few words are sufficient to
achieve a common ground.
Within this culture of designing and
building, the competence of the archi-
tect is perhaps more the product of 
a deep but tacit form of knowledge

“filtration” as opposed to accumulation.
Knowledge is transmitted by personal
contact between masters and pupils,
both in the atelier and in educational
situations modelled on the design
studio. This raises the question as to
whether such a long-established
design approach can be adjusted to 
an increase in scale – not just in terms
of the object and the organisation, but
also within the studio and the larger
team. Can a design method that
achieves poetry through immersion be
adapted to operate within a procedural
logic that focuses on measurable
deliverables and involves a multitude
of actors? Robbrecht en Daem’s
excursion into the commercial sector,
for instance the Kortrijk shopping
centre, demonstrates that this can be
done and that, indeed, artistic integrity
is not only retained but also adds a
valuable contribution to the tired reper-
toire of retail architecture. Generally
speaking, however, only time will tell
what kind of qualities will emerge
when this kind of filtered knowledge
and experience is put to the test in

situations that lack the traditional
pattern of close-knit productive rela-
tionships.”

Original Publication: Christoph Grafe, “Veelta-
ligheid. Ontwerpmethodes en Esthetiek van 
de Noord-Europese architectuur”, in Christoph
Grafe, ed., Architectuurboe� �laanderen �o�
��� Architectuur middenin (Antwerp, 2014), 
pp. 289–91; Other Literature: Audrey Contesse
and Pieter ’T Jonck, �el�ian Architecture
�e�ond �el�ium (Brussels, 2013).

Programme
winery
Client
SCA Château Le Pin (Jacques Thienpont and
Fiona Morrison)
Location
Pomerol, France
Date
2007–11
Status
built
Floor Surface
780 m2

Project Team
Paul Robbrecht, Hilde Daem, Johannes
Robbrecht, Caroline Vanbiervliet, Kobe 
Van Praet
Structural Engineering
BAS (Dirk Jaspaert)
Services Engineering
Therminox
Landscape Architect
Landcraft
Project Manager
Didier Lamouroux
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Geometrical Distortions
Robbrecht en Daem architecten made
a design proposal for the Bruton 
Farm, one of the surrounding farms
supplying the guesthouse and the
gallery. The farm had to contain a care-
taker’s house and a series of stables
and barns. It seems an elementary
brief asking for a pragmatic architec-
tural solution. Yet the humble
commission definitely does not lead 
to ordinary architecture.
The architects delineate a powerful
geometric figure, which refers to the
Neolithic stone circles that are also 
to be found in this environment –
Stonehenge lies a few kilometres from
Bruton – but which equally brings to
mind the sumptuous geometry of
Baroque plaza architecture.1 The
stables and the staff’s quarters are
arranged around two circles of
different diameters that grip each 
other. They are readable individually,
but thanks to their position still form 
a single whole, so that a clear interior
emerges with regard to the exterior.
The property cuts itself off from the
surrounding estates. The geometrical
figure defined by two intersecting
circles delimits the cattle yard. Several
axes can be drawn from this figure,
which are marked by planted trees that
act as landmarks of sorts. And yet the
whole is not purely symmetrical: a
number of small shifts with regard to
the main figure create tension.

Sheds, Canopies, Roofs
The stables are arranged in a corral
around the inner yard, as a result of
which some stables are completely
separate while others touch one
another. The horse stables and the
staff’s quarters are placed around the
small circle, while the cattle, machines
and storage space enclose the larger
circle. An awning emerges so that the
roof of one barn attaches itself to that
of the other. The buildings connect via
the roof, while views onto the hinter-
land are preserved through the cracks.
At other points, however, more space
is left between the structures. Here the
sheds become independent and
passages – gates – to the hinterland
emerge. Where the large circle
detaches itself from the small circle,
the constructions stand even further
apart, so that the bordering weakens
and the view opens up onto the 
landscape.

The Plan Figure as a Wind Rose
Farms are extremely sensitive to the
influence of the weather: rain and wind,
the change of seasons. The porticoes
and the roof offer protection against
the sun and the rain. The specific
architectural form emerges in part
under the influence of the elements.
The sheds turn away from the cold
northern winds and the fierce southern
sun, in order to catch the rays of the
early and late sun. The implemented
geometry is thus more than just a
formalistic organisational principle.
Like the stone circles, the complex
geometrical figure can likewise be 
read as an elementary compass rose,
a sundial or an astronomic diagram.
The architecture is grafted onto
nature’s activity. 

1. Keith Critchlow, Time Stands Still: New Light on
Megalithic Science (New York, 1982).

Programme
horse farm
Client
Iwan Wirth and Manuela Hauser
Location
Somerset, United Kingdom
Date
2012
Status
unbuilt
Floor Surface
3,740 m2

Project Team
Paul Robbrecht, Hilde Daem, Johannes
Robbrecht, Thomas Hick

11.! Winge Golf and Country
Club, Tielt-Winge
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11.4.1 Christoph Grafe, 2016
Christoph Grafe opens his description
of the Winge Golf Club with a
reference to the work of Nicolas Le
Camus de Mézières. This French the -
oretician’s most intriguing work, Le
genie de l’architecture; ou l’anologie
de cet art avec nos sensations (The
genius of architecture; or the analogy
of that art with our sensations), of 1780,
is essentially a handbook on the plan-
ning of the French hôtel – the town-
house of noble bourgeois families. 
Le Camus developed a theory of 
architecture in which the character of 
a building should express its destina-
tion or the social status of its client. 
He makes an explicit analogy between
appropriate behaviour and the mise-
en-scène through architecture.
Architectural artefacts are considered
to be the expression of specific life
forms – Lebensformen. Christoph
Grafe constructs in his text a similar
narrative. Architecture, he argues, is
serves the assumptions of society 
and of their patrons. Appropriateness
(Commoditas) means that the architec-
ture has to meet these societal
expectations. Yet architects, when
they model themselves on their coun-
terparts in the visual arts and literature,
may also show some critical aware-
ness. The architect can question social
conventions. He/She may adopt a
strategy of resistance. The sophistica-
tion and precision in the work of
Robbrecht en Daem prompts the
author to call it “an architecture of
good manners”. Whereas this polite-
ness and elegance could be
considered as a conservative stance,
Grafe interprets it as critical. 
He considers the architects’ attitude
subversive, since their reserved 
attitude contests the crude commer-
cialisation and the people’s thirst for
sensation, so dominant in the actual
societal debate. According to the
author, Robbrecht en Daem’s projects
radic ally question the established
ways of looking at the world, giving a
glimpse onto yet another way of life.
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